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On Feb 25, 2012, at 1:42 PM, DJ Doran wrote:

Greetings Everyone,

  
Based on my own and some outside observations during the Miami Show I am making some changes in how we manage our boat show/party 
operations.  I am going to list my observations and recommendations below followed by a revised manpower list with detailed job descriptions.  I will 
focus first on the booth.  

BOOTH:

The booth look is improving with every show but we have a long way to go.  I would like better lighting, more interesting displays for clothing and items 
and consistent signage.  The Cash Register tables are too cluttered and I would like to see better video presentations and some mood music.  We need 
to feature new lines of exclusive Lats & Atts clothing rather than focus solely on the LLP line.  The new Lats and Atts ladies shirt (I'm the reason Roger 
was so Jolly) and (World Tour) shirts are great but they are not nearly enough.  I want to work aggressively on introducing some new items for the 
remaining boat shows especially Oakland.  I want some Lost Soul gear and items to be ready for the Oakland show too.  We also need to continue to 
evaluate what sells and what does not and remove the slow sellers from the booth and inventory and replace them with new cool and unique items.  I 
also want everyone to continue to push subscriptions both print and digital only and also have people sign up for our free newsletter.  We had over 250 
new names and emails because of the sign up sheet at the register (Great Job btw).  I also would like to see better register reconciliation and inventory 
control processes and tighter cash management procedures.

PARTY:

This year we decided to sell tickets at the booth.  This was a good and bad thing.  The good part was that we could at least put the cash collected into 
the register and a large number of people bought other things while at the booth.  The bad thing is that it caused some confusion and chaos around the 
registers and clogged the thoroughfare in, around and through the booth area.  Regarding the Party there seemed to be no real plan regarding event 
timing, musicians, set up, manpower, or cash handling.  In-spite of this, the party was perceived to be a success by all other accounts which is a 
testament to the teamwork already established.  Going forward I am going to expect a thorough party plan including a budget, manpower allocations for 
the t-shirt booth, ticket sales, beer and pizza distribution, raffle drawings etc...  In addition I want to see better procedures for cash handling, venue 
timing and promotions and sponsorships that will offset or cover our beer and pizza costs at least 60 days prior to any scheduled event.  I want the 
raffle gifts grouped tighter for fewer offerings so that we can get to the Grand Prize before people get bored and start leaving which I saw in Miami.  Bob 
will also need to tighten the process of calling out the gifts to allow the musicians to play longer.  I timed each set for Eric during the Miami show and he 
played 3 sets for a total of 54 minutes for which we paid him $1,800.00. This translates to us paying him an effective rate of $2,000.00 per hour. 
This is not something that the company can continue to afford and I will not approve it.  Also, I am going to speak briefly before Bob gets the 
microphone to introduce myself and some new people and then I will introduce Bob.  I am also going to have Chris have a larger role in the interaction 
with the party crowd.

Lastly, Other than Bob and Myself every other staff member working the party must focus on their responsibilities FIRST before socializing with the 
guests.  I expect that the venue leaders will make certain that first, the attendees are happy, secondly that the staff is properly directed and thirdly that 
they are lead by example until the venue is concluded.  This does not mean that nobody can mingle or interact with the attendees during the show but it 
does mean that if there is a job that needs to be done that you make certain that that it is taken care of as your first priority. 

The observations above are only my cursory insights and will surely be expanded upon as we continue to move forward.  Chris, Please forward me a 
concise report regarding the status of the Texas and Oakland show as soon as possible.  I do not want to be deluged with separate reports, I would 
prefer 2 separate thorough reports specific to each show and outlining every detail to date.

I am going to be pushing to continue to have a coordinated approach to driving traffic to our booth and party at every show and I expect everyone to 
continue to work together to make each show more and more successful.  I welcome any constructive feedback and insights and encourage all of you 
to look for creative and innovative ways to keep us uniquely Latitudes & Attitudes at these shows and venues.
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Effective immediately the following manpower changes will be as follows:

Chris:  VP Events/Venues/Manager Boat Show Store
Jody:   Second in Command Events/Venues  
Dave:  Boat Show/Booth Manager

Chris:

You and I will work together to further develop a structured plan for all boat shows/parties and venues and coordinate with the venue management, 
marketing (Darren), advertising (Heidi) etc.. for documentation/contracts, site selection, public relations and sponsorship sales. In addition you and I will 
develop the new boat show store and establish budgets and inventories for the store to adequately support all venues. We will no longer buy from the 
store then return what is not sold. This is an accounting nightmare and does not fit within our plan to separate all revenue generators as individual profit 
centers. You will be the sole manager of the boat show store once it is launched.  You will work with me to create and develop new products, negotiate 
terms, manage production and work with Janeen to introduce them into our combined inventory and catalog. You and I will also create approved 
financial forecasts and budgets for each venue and the boat show store and work with Joe and Cheryl to develop and implement overall corporate 
policies and procedures regarding register reconciliations, cash handling and proper reporting.  You will work with your Second in Command (Jody) to 
create and manage a structured plan for all boat show parties including  putting together a team of Lats & Atts staff and volunteers with specific duties 
and responsibilities and then manage them.  You will also work with your Second in Command (Jody) to plan and coordinate crowd management, 
security and clean up details as well as manage timelines for specific  events within the party such as (Beer/Pizza/Raffle, T-Shirt/Ticket sales). You will 
oversee the whole event from the beginning until its successful conclusion to ensure the ultimate success of the venue. You will oversee the Boat Show 
manager to insure successful set up/coverage/tear down of the booth at each show.  You will work the booth as an asset to the Boat Show manager 
and will assist and support him as needed except for the day of the party.  

Jody:

You will work with Chris and I to develop a structured plan for each boat show party and work as the liaison and facilitator during each party.  You will 
report directly to Chris and will be the Second in Command and assist him as directed or as needed.

Dave:

You will report directly to Chris and work with him to coordinate and manage the transportation to and from each show and manage the set up and tear 
down of the booth.  In addition you will manage all booth staffing.  You will coordinate with Chris and manage all donated raffle prizes and insure that 
they are delivered to Chris or his designate in time for raffle.  You will be solely responsible for all cash management/reporting for booth sales. Lastly, 
you will manage the general appearance of the booth and inventory.
 
I am sure that I am leaving some things out but I think that I have covered most of the important points.  Please feel free to email me if you have any 
questions.

More to come...
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